Day Night Blind Fitting Instructions
First decide if you wish to fit the blind using the face fix or top fix method. Before fitting the brackets, offer the
brackets up to the surface and mark the hole spaces using a pencil. Please note that you may need to allow extra
space to avoid any protrusions such as window handles.
Top Fixing:
When fitting using the top fixing method simply use the
holes on the top of the bracket to screw directly up into
the lintel/ceiling around 13mm away from your window.
This is so the cord and back material runs smoothly away
from your window, if you have handles that stick out
further than this then fit further away from the window
to avoid it catching.
Face Fixing:
When fixing using the face fixing method use the holes at
the back of the bracket and screw directly in to your wall.
You MAY need to fit a wooden block/spacer to keep the
blind away from the handles on your window.

Installing the Blind (Top Fit and Face Fit):
Simply offer the cassette up to the bracket and once the back of the cassette is hooked in to the back of the
bracket, ease the cassette up until it firmly clicks into place.

Taking the Blind Down:
To take the blind down simply push the front of the bracket
and gently ease the cassette out of the bracket.

Operating the Blind:
In order to raise the blind, pull the rearmost length of chain downwards with a
smooth and steady pressure. To lower the blind, do the same on the front length
of chain.

WARNING
Young children can be strangled by loops in pull cords, chains, tapes and inner cords that operate the product.
To avoid strangulation and entanglement, keep cords out of the reach of young children. Cords may become
wrapped around a child’s neck. Move beds, cots and furniture away from window covering cords.
Do not tie cords together. Make sure cords do not twist and create a loop.
Children can be strangled if a safety device is not installed. Always use a safety device to keep cords or chains out
of reach of children.

SAFETY DEVICE
The safety device must be installed at the maximum distance possible from the control mechanism and at least
1.5m from the floor.
Place the safety device on the wall and mark the positioning of the 2 screw holes.
Wrap the cords around the cleats as shown
When the cords are fully accumulated ensure they are secure so when any cord is pulled ne excess cord is released

